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Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent. 
If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call Kimball Office Customer Care. 

Part 2627016 Revision - 

Assembly Instructions 

Figure A 

Tackabable Acoustic, Marker 

Board and Slat Tiles 

Caution: Tiles must be installed in a climate controlled envi-

ronment. Extreme changes in humidity or temperature can 

damage tiles. Store all tiles flat until installed. Do not stack on 

top of tiles. Large tiles are to be installed by two people. Do not 

handle by the corners and be careful not to damage the corners. 

1. Upper tiles must be installed prior to worksurface attach-

ment. Open, Extended, Tech Tile or Under Surface tiles 

can be installed at any time. 

2. Locate label on back of the tile. Install with label right side 

up. 

3. Insert top of tile into upper Crossrail channel and then 

dropped into lower Crossrail channels. Carefully slide left 

or right to align. Frame glides may need to be adjusted to 

improve tile alignment. If tiles appear to short and falls out 

of the upper Crossrail channel, ensure the rubber spacers 

are correctly installed in the lower Crossrail. 

4. In instances where undersurface fabric tiles are used in 

conjunction with H Legs,  A 3/4”  high X 2 3/8” wide 

notch must be cut into the top of the tile for clearance for 

the H leg’s Horizontal tube. First identify the location of  

H legs then notch the tiles accordingly, cutting from the 

fabric face and taking care not to damage remaining fabric. 

If the H leg is on a seem where two tiles meet, the Notch 

will be 3/4” high by 1 3/16” wide on both adjacent tiles. If 

undersurface Tech Trays are utilized with Undersurface 

tiles notching is not required. 

Tools 

 Utility Knife 

Installation 


